ABSTRACT Expressive speech can be synthesized using acoustic feature modeling by mapping the spectral and fundamental frequency parameters between neutral speech and target emotions based on context. Speaker and text-independent emotion conversion are challenging modeling problems in this paradigm. In this paper, spectral mapping using an i-vector-based framework of fixed dimensions is proposed for the speaker-independent emotion conversion, considering the entire problem in the utterance domain, rather than the existing approaches using frame-level processing. The high dimensionality of i-vectors and reduced utterances for i-vector training necessitate the use of Probabilistic Linear Discriminant Analysis (PLDA) to derive the emotion dependent latent vector. The i-vector setup does not require parallel data or alignment procedures at any stage of training. F 0 training is conducted on a multilayer feed-forward neural network using limited aligned seed parallel data. The framework is tested on three different languages (datasets) viz. German (EmoDB), Telugu (IITKGP), and English (SAVEE). The proposed approach delivered superior performance compared to the baseline under both clean and noisy data conditions considered for analysis. Under clean data conditions, the proposed model was found to perform better than the baseline with a Mel Cepstral Distortion as low as 3.8 (fear), an F 0 -RMSE of 26.31 (happiness), and a Perceptual Evaluation of Speech Quality (PESQ) of 3.64 (anger) across datasets. Subjective testing provided a maximum CMOS of 4.10 (anger), 4.44 (fear), and 3.43 (happiness).
I. INTRODUCTION
Emotions form a prominent para-linguistic element of human communication, consisting of speech, facial expressions, gestures, body language, etc. Among these, speech is the most readily accessible information source containing datapoints such as the message conveyed, speaker identity, gender, emotion, and speaker state of health. Emotions animate our speech and is essential for effective dialogue delivery in human-machine interaction and socio-cultural relationships. Furthermore, expressive speech synthesis finds applications
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in story-telling, speaking aids for the disabled [1] - [6] , video games and speech-to-speech translators [7] to name a few.
An expression synthesis system is normally added as a post-processing stage in text-to-speech synthesis (TTS) systems. There is often a need for a TTS synthesizer tested across multiple languages. This case is particularly relevant in multilingual countries such as India, where 22 official languages [8] exist along-with several other unofficial languages. Effective training of prosodic and spectral parameters from multiple languages is particularly useful in designing affective speech-to-speech translators in lowresource languages. Human-like dialogue delivery often encounters spontaneous code switching between languages.
In such applications, training data scarcity can be mitigated using mixed training models, followed by testing on scarcelanguage data.
Human speech encompasses linguistics, spectral and prosodic patterns [9] . Among these, spectral and prosody factors in emotional conversion are studied on two levels viz. the supra-segmental level, comprising prosodic features like pitch contour, duration, and intensity, and the segmental level, comprising the glottal source characteristics and vocal tract response. In this regard, emotion conversion modifies the spectral and prosody features of the neutral speech to that of target emotion, commonly formulated as a supervised learning problem. This often requires aligned training speech data to be available from both the source and target emotions. Current techniques in emotion conversion mostly use speaker-dependent or text-dependent perspectives in spectral mapping. The knowledge gained from such approaches cannot be used for testing across multiple unseen speakers or languages. Parallel training data (i.e., matched texts) was used in most earlier research to match the quality and speaker similarity with the target. This requires that the training corpus be text-dependent, thereby limiting the application scope in practical scenarios to a large extent. Obtaining frame alignment for parallel data involves problems like coping with speaker differences, mappings, and varied speaking rates [10] .
The algorithm proposed in this work differs from other state-of-the-art approaches in that it uses the utterancelevel i-vector [11] features for source-target spectral training. An i-vector is essentially a GMM-based parameterisation to project a speech utterance into a lower dimensional space. Though feature extraction using i-vector requires framelevel processing, all the subsequent operations rely just on i-vectors. The key benefit of an i-vector analysis is information separation, which has led to its use in other speechrelated tasks as well [12] . As i-vector does not distinguish between various sources of variability, all variations other than those related to emotion needs to be compensated. Probabilistic linear discriminant analysis (PLDA) model [13] , often used in speaker recognition [14] , is used to convert emotional characteristics in the i-vector space. Mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs), used as spectral mapping features, are subjected to cepstral mean normalization (CMN) prior to training to remove speaker/channel induced variabilities [15] , [16] . It has been shown in [17] that CMN suppresses low modulation frequencies containing speakerspecific characteristics. Although there are various probabilistic models for the description of the speech feature space, it has already been proved in [18] that the Gaussian mixture model (GMM) is a better choice for text-independent scenarios. Hence, GMM is used to build the framework of the proposed model. Since the F 0 contour is sensitive to linguistic variations, a small amount of seed parallel data (45-60 utterances) from multiple speakers in target language is used for F 0 conversion using a multi-layer feed-forward network. Since hyper-parameter training is based on mixed language data, the method can work with a limited number of parallel utterances from the target language. Hence, the proposed framework can be used for scarce-language emotion modeling where sufficient parallel data from the target speaker is not available. This gives rise to new prospects in text and possibly even language independent data scenarios. The main contributions in this work are to build and test an expressive voice synthesis model that can be utilized in scarce-language resource training scenarios. The key aspects are as follows:
• Design and implement an i-vector PLDA based emotional voice transformation model with speakerindependent mixed-language training data from three datasets for the mapping of spectral MFCCs
• Implement the mapping of lower dimensional long-term pitch using a multi-layer feed-forward artificial neural network (ANN) with a limited amount of time-aligned seed parallel data from the target language
• Assess the performance of the proposed emotion conversion system using objective and subjective metrics
• Validate the robustness of the i-vector framework in an artificially simulated noisy environment for training and testing
• Compare the efficacy of the proposed model with baseline model using parallel data The paper is organized into the subsequent sections. Section II discusses related work in the domain of interest while section III details the mathematical theory behind the proposed framework. Section IV displays the overall architecture of the framework proposed while the benchmark datasets used in this work are provided in section V. Section VI gives details on the experimental set-up used for the implementation of the proposed framework while section VII provides the evaluation criteria and baseline used in this work. Further, the results obtained and the comparison with the baseline are discussed in section VIII while section IX concludes the paper with insights to help extend this work in the future.
II. RELATED WORK
Mainstream research in speech emotion synthesis has been focusing on either spectral or prosody modifications or simultaneous conversion of both these features. Various techniques are used in the synthesis of affect, including rule-based [19] , diphone concatenation [20] or signal processing approaches [21] - [28] . These models consider one or more features of affect and attempt to derive a transfer function based on the statistics studied. The statistical modeling paradigm aims to create a complete model from features under consideration and is found to perform well in terms of learning the subtle nuances and voice quality associated with the generation of emotion. Among the statistical approaches, GMM has been considered one of the popular methods for spectral mapping in emotional voice conversion [29] - [35] . GMM follows a statistical approach, wherein the joint likelihood between the neutral and target emotional spectra are maximized. These statistical mapping methods 81884 VOLUME 7, 2019 are computationally inexpensive and robust as they use lower dimensional features. However, due to low-dimensional representations, spectral details are sometimes lost and statistical averaging during training leads to spectral over-smoothing. Fusing dynamic features and global variance (GV) [36] into the baseline parameter generation [37] and utilizing partial least squares (PLS) [38] limit over-smoothing.
ANNs and deep neural networks (DNNs) were proposed to generate non-linear mapping functions between source and target with no restriction in the dimension of the features being modeled [39] - [42] . Other non-linear approaches for spectral modeling such as exemplar based sparse representation [43] - [45] have also been tested for emotion and voice conversion in Chinese and Japanese. Spectral conversion mostly uses non-linear MFCCs as features for modeling. Some representative work highlighting recent improvements in spectral modification include unsupervised training using conditional restricted Boltzmann machine (CRBM) [46] , deep belief networks (DBNs) interconnected with NNs to attain a non-linear conversion from neutral to the target emotion [42] , simultaneous modeling of spectral and prosody features using bidirectional long short term memory (LSTM) [45] , etc.
Characteristics of speech prosody such as pitch, duration and intensity have been modeled for emotion conversion in expressive speech synthesis. Fundamental frequency (F 0 ) or intonation is one of the parameters of utmost importance for representing emotional speech, because it can precisely portray variations in voice prosody. Pitch modeling is sometimes carried out simultaneously with spectral features to transform both the spectrum and prosody of the source utterance. Prosody features, such as pitch contour, jitter [21] , [30] , and speaking rate [47] have been analyzed in literature. Prosody modification methods mainly focus on either static (sentencewise) or dynamic (region-wise) prosody transformation [22] , [24] , [47] , [48] . In most of these, epoch locations, which are the instants of glottal closure, have been taken as anchor points for prosody manipulation. However, speech excitation and vocal tract characteristics are predictive and hence, the correlation between the source and target emotion cannot be accurately captured. As a result, the resulting speech contains artifacts and is phase distorted.
The F 0 features for analysis are often extracted from STRAIGHT [49] . However, these lower dimensional features cannot be effectively transformed by complex models such as DNN [40] or DBN [42] . Hence, F 0 features are often mapped using logarithm Gaussian (LG) transformation [50] . Since the LG method is linear, it cannot convert prosody effectively. Moreover, it has been shown that the prosody conversion is improved when the sequence information is also considered in the modeling of short and long-term dependencies in any language [51] . The continuous wavelet transform (CWT) based decomposition of F 0 is found to model prosody effectively in various temporal scales [52] - [54] . The results obtained were better than the LG baseline for F 0 conversion. Recently, F 0 modeling using adaptive scales CWT in emotional voice generation was proposed in [55] , [56] . F 0 contour is modeled using separate levels of hierarchical prosody, i.e., sentence, phrase, word and syllable.
Non-parallel data has been used for voice conversion related applications in [57] , [58] . These methods use the GMM to model the relationship between reference speakers and adapt this relationship for another speaker [57] or utilize eigenvoices [58] concept to transform from source to the target speaker. These techniques demand parallel training data that does not come from the source or the target, but from the reference speakers.
Emotional voice conversion uses both linear and non-linear models for the mapping of spectral MFCCs, the most popular include the GMM, ANN, RBM, DBN, and LSTM. F 0 conversion is mainly affected by intonation modeling using feedforward neural nets or LG. Training is often performed by taking features from a single speaker or speakers from a particular dataset. Very few approaches have been reported in literature for emotion conversion in text or speaker independent scenarios. Still, the non-parallel data-based learning models are language-specific and often use reference utterances from the target speaker for adaptation. Moreover, spectral MFCCs used for training are rich in speaker-specific information, which makes it difficult to model common emotional information across multiple speakers without suitable adaptation/speaker normalization mechanisms. Thus, building a speaker-independent emotion conversion model is a challenge.
This paper proposes a speaker-independent i-vector PLDA based framework for emotion conversion geared toward nonparallel data scenarios. The prime motivation for this technique is the versatility of the i-vector extraction irrespective of the speaker, context or duration of utterance. The method is inspired from the automated speaker verification and voice conversion approach in [10] . Although i-vectors have mainly been used for speaker adaptation in DNN based speech synthesis [12] and voice conversion [10] , our focus is to model a speaker-independent emotion conversion system using this principle. The i-vector framework has been developed using mixed language data and subsequent source-target training for spectral MFCC. Parallel aligned data is only used for F 0 modeling with ANN. The proposed framework is compared with the baseline CV-GMM [37] using aligned parallel data.
The following section provides the background theory supporting the conversion framework used in this work.
III. BACKGROUND THEORY
This paper makes use of an i-vector framework for the training of speaker-independent acoustic spectral parameters for emotion conversion. I-vector PLDA is a variant of the joint factor analysis (JFA) [59] - [61] methods used for modeling speaker recognition systems. I-vector differs from JFA in that it does not separate speaker variation from other channel variations. The strength of the i-vector PLDA adaptation is utilized for emotion conversion in this work by extracting the latent factor related solely to the target emotion. VOLUME 7, 2019 The mathematical backdrop of the i-vector extraction and PLDA training is discussed in the following subsections.
A. i-VECTOR EXTRACTION
i-vector stands for 'identity vector' and is used in the context of GMM modeling. Using i-vectors, an utterance model is computed using corresponding spectral parameters considered for analysis. The GMM super-vector represents the probability distribution of the frame-level MFCCs extracted from each utterance. But super-vectors are high dimensional and the i-vector framework aims to reduce dimensionality by modeling the variability in super-vectors with a smaller factor matrix. A universal background model (UBM) with K Gaussians describes the acoustic space. Let the parameters of the GMM be the mean µ K R F and the variance K R FXF where F represents the dimensionality of the feature vector, with prior probabilities k and k k = 1. The probability of generation of each utterance x i from each component k is estimated using the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm as shown in (1) [62] :
µ k and k can be updated till it converges using (3) -(4) [62] :
The UBM is obtained by stacking the means of all Gaussians. This forms the emotion independent super-vector. In the i-vector paradigm, the variations in speech due to different factors are modeled using a total variability subspace (T). When the emotional speech is considered, T encompasses all the differences in the distribution of the speaker, channel and emotional variabilities at frame-level. Generally, any given utterance can be modeled as in (5) [11] :
where M and m are GMM super-vectors, M being emotiondependent and m, emotion and channel independent. w represents the i-vector matrix and T the total variability subspace. Both T and UBM are estimated from multi-speaker, multiemotion data. In this work, i-vector estimation is performed using the factor analysis technique in [11] , from the first order Baum-Welch statistics of the utterance. Further details of this estimation can be obtained from [10] , [11] , [63] , [64] .
B. BACKEND PLDA TRAINING
The main requirement in i-vector based emotion conversion is the compensation of spurious variations unrelated to emotions at the back-end. In this work, PLDA is used for transforming emotional characteristics in the i-vector space. Simplified PLDA as given in [10] , [14] is adopted for the transformation. As per PLDA analysis, the decomposition for the j th i-vector of the i th emotion is provided in (6):
where a is the global mean, y i is the emotion-latent variable, E is the emotion-specific component and R i,j represents the residual vector that encompasses all other characteristics. Thus, the PLDA model parameters {a, E, R}, are learnt from development data, independent of that used to train the i-vectors in the source-target training.
C. NEURAL NETWORK TRAINING
Neural networks perform non-linear mapping between source and target feature frames utilizing an error minimization criterion. Neurons act as processing nodes and each interconnection has an associated weight which is adjusted to minimize the mean square error over the entire training set as in (7):
where y t represents the target feature vector, F(x t ) denotes the converted feature vector as a function of source x t , which is described as in (8):
where W l represents weight matrices at each layer of the neural network and σ is the activation function. In this work, tanh activation function, as in (9) has been used in all nonlinear layers [55] .
IV. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
An i-vector-PLDA-ANN based hybrid framework is developed for vocal emotion conversion using MFCCs for spectral modeling and F 0 for prosody. The high-level architecture of the framework is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The utterances corresponding to the four emotions considered viz. neutral, anger, fear and happiness in the three datasets are used for UBM and T matrix training. MFCCs after CMN are used for training and further extracting the i-vectors. The extracted i-vectors are in turn given as input for estimating the PLDA hyper-parameters. While this stage utilized all available emotions, the source-target training set only utilizes the source and appropriate target emotions from multiple speakers across languages for training. As the F 0 contour is sensitive to linguistic variations, language-dependent training is conducted using a small amount of seed parallel data. In terms of dataset size, 45-60 utterances from various speakers were used for F 0 training using a feed-forward NN with two hidden layers. Testing stage subjects neutral utterance from unseen speakers to spectral i-vector and F 0 transformation using conversion functions developed from The training stage works with text-independent data and does not require time alignment procedures. In emotion conversion, our key task is to only transform the emotion-latent variable while preserving all the other characteristics of the source (in R). The spectral training utilizes the PLDA hyperparameters from Stage 2 to generate an emotion latent vector, as detailed below: 1) Utilizing the principle of the i-vector PLDA training as discussed in Section III, an i-vector analogous to the source utterance is obtained using the UBM and T-matrix as W neu = {w n : n = 1, 2, . . . N s }, where N s represents the number of neutral utterances 2) Similarly, the i-vector corresponding to the target emotion is obtained using U and T as W emo = {w m : m = 1, 2, . . . N t }, where N t denotes the number of target utterances corresponding to a particular emotion 3) To extract the emotion latent vector y i from the i-vector set, a maximum a posteriori (MAP) technique is adopted [10] , [14] . Assuming a normal prior for y i , an estimate of y i can be obtained as per (10) - (11) .
Converting to log, (11) where: N is the number of utterances and N (a+Ey i , ) represents the distribution of i-vectors for each emotion category.
The MAP solution as obtained in [10] is given in (12):
where f i represents the first order sufficient statistics of the i-vectors used for training as per (13):
4) By using (12) , an emotion latent vector is extracted for each utterance. Thus, using the source i-vectors W neu and the PLDA parameters, a source emotion latent vector is generated. Similarly, using W emo and PLDA parameters, a target emotion latent vector is generated.
The latent vectors estimated for source and target emotion can be represented as y neu and y emo . 5) During conversion, an unseen neutral utterance decomposes according to the i-vector PLDA model as discussed in Subsection III-B as per (14):
where a is the global mean, y neu the neutral emotionlatent variable, E the emotion-specific component and r neu the residual vector, estimated as in (15):
6) Target emotional i-vector is estimated by substituting the neutral latent vector by the target emotion latent vector and using the residual for neutral as in (16):
7) Applying (15) in (16), a feature transformation model is generated in the i-vector space as per (17):
This can be generalized in accordance with (18):
where W is any new source neutral i-vector.
D. STAGE -4: F 0 FEATURE TRAINING
The fundamental frequency constitutes a significant component of the emotional representation for all languages. The simultaneous conversion of spectrum and F 0 is required for a better perceptive quality of affect. In this work, a multi-layer feed-forward ANN is used for F 0 mapping. The normalized segment log-F 0 is given as input to the first layer of the ANN [42] . The steps involved in F 0 training and conversion function generation are detailed below: 1) Using STRAIGHT [49] , extract a single-dimensional F 0 feature for every 5 ms of utterance and convert it to normalized log-F 0 features 2) For effective NN training, single-dimensional F 0 features must be converted to a higher dimension.
3) The network input size is set to 25 and log-F 0 values are segmented as in [42] to feed the 25-dimensional input feature vector into the neural network 4) The source and target F 0 features are aligned by Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) 5) The source-target F 0 training is conducted using a feedforward ANN with two hidden layers. The learning method used is the conjugate gradient training and the tanh activation function is used in non-linear layers. The number of neurons in each hidden layer for sourcetarget training is determined based on the parameter tuning discussed in Section VI.
E. STAGE -5: TESTING & RE-SYNTHESIS
The conversion function developed after training is applied to transform an unseen neutral utterance into the target emotion. The Gaussian means are recovered from the i-vectors and shifted according to the target emotion. The conversion function developed for MFCCs as per (18) is used at the testing stage with neutral MFCCs. Simultaneously, the F 0 feature transformation is carried out through the conversion function generated in Stage 4. 1) An unseen neutral utterance is represented by shortterm MFCC features as X = x 1 , . . . x t , where t = 1 . . . T . 2) From acoustic features, the i-vector w n is extracted and the corresponding target emotion i-vector is estimated using the conversion function generated as per (18) 
3) The i-vector needs to be translated into a Gaussian paradigm by obtaining the Gaussian means of the neutral and emotional MFCC vectors. This can be done using (20) & (21).
where k = 1 . . . K 4) Each x t needs to be probabilistically aligned with a source GMM using (22) :
5) Convert each neutral frame MFCC using (23):
6) MFCCs converted after i-vector PLDA based mapping are inverted to spectral features for re-synthesis 7) Converted normalized log-F 0 are inverted to extract F 0 features every 5 ms 8) Band aperiodicities are used unmapped as they do not contain much emotional information 9) Emotional speech re-synthesis using the converted spectra and F 0 parameters is performed using the STRAIGHT vocoder [49] .
V. EXPERIMENTAL DATA SOURCE
As the objective of this work is to develop a framework for speaker independent emotion conversion, it is important that the data selected reflects the emotional rendering of multiple speakers. Utterances selected should incorporate changes in prosody parameters when multiple speakers express various emotions. Table 1 lists specific language datasets used in this work. These three datasets were considered as they contain utterances from multiple speakers for the four emotions being used in this work. Further, the availability of neutral utterance for testing purpose also plays a significant role in selecting datasets for emotion conversion experiments. The three datasets selected contain neutral utterances that can be used in testing scenarios. Also, the languages selected differ in terms of phonetic content and point to wide variations in the manner in which emotions are expressed by each speaker.
As each dataset consists of utterances in a particular language, the terms dataset and language are being used interchangeably throughout the paper. Though datasets taken for experimentation as in Table. 1 has emotional utterances from various emotions viz. anger, fear, happiness, boredom, disgust and surprise, alongwith neutral, our main focus is the conversion from neutral to three basic emotions, anger, fear and happiness. These emotions have been considered for conversion since they commonly occur in conversational dialogue sessions and all other emotions can be derived from these archetypal emotions. Also, these basic emotions can be perceived better while performing subjective evaluation of converted utterances.
Across all datasets, 2920 utterances were used for the training, development and testing of i-vectors. These utterances are selected from the speakers of all three languages to bring in as many variations in emotion expression as possible. For each emotion, ten sentences from ten different speakers (male and female) have been recorded in EmoDB while fifteen sentences were recorded across speakers in IITKGP. In the datasets considered, EmoDB is an unbalanced dataset as the number of utterances in each emotion is different. In SAVEE, fifteen sentences viz. three common, two emotion-specific and ten generic sentences were recorded for each emotion. Neutral alone has thirty sentences by adding the three common and 12 (i.e., 2 x 6 = 12) emotion-specific utterances. Though these datasets contain parallel data, they have been used in a text-independent manner for the training of spectral parameters.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
All the experimentations are conducted on three datasets viz., EmoDB (German), IITKGP (Telugu) and SAVEE (English).
Development and training data were obtained by dividing the available datasets into two non-overlapping portions with identical data distributions among all four emotion classes. Out of 2588 utterances available for training at each fold, 1080 utterances were used in the hyper-parameter training phase which consisted of utterances from all 4 emotions viz., neutral, anger, fear and happiness. The remaining 1508 utterances were used for source-target training. Speakers were selected based on leave-one-speaker-out crossvalidation i.e., utterances corresponding to one speaker from each dataset was kept out for testing in each case. From these utterances, a selection was made so that at each stage, utterances from 21 (i.e., 9 + 9 + 3) speakers were included in the training set.
In the i-vector framework, the parameters to be optimized are the number of GMM mixtures and the i-vector dimension for spectral training in Stage 2. In addition, the number of hidden layer neurons in each ANN layer needs to be decided for F 0 training in Stage 4. To optimize the i-vector dimension and the number of GMM mixtures, an emotion recognition system was developed based on i-vector PLDA using the same set of training utterances as in the emotion conversion experiments. The i-vector dimensions and the mixture size were varied systematically and the emotion recognition performance in terms of equal error rates (EER (%)) were computed. The outcomes of this analysis are provided in Fig. 2.   FIGURE 2 . Equal Error Rates (%) for emotion recognition using i-vector PLDA model tested for neutral, anger, fear and happiness emotions. The figure depicts the average EER for all emotions. The experiments were conducted by systematically varying i-vector dimensions from 50-400 and GMM mixtures from 2-128. 32 GMM mixtures (bold line) and optimum i-vector dimension of 100 is taken for emotion conversion experiments which is encircled in figure. From Fig. 2 , it is apparent that as the i-vector dimension increased, the EER also increased for any number of GMM mixtures. This observation is contrary to the general trend perceived in standard i-vector systems trained on huge amount of data. In such systems, the dimension of i-vectors does not affect the EER significantly. However, taking into account the difficulty of obtaining significant amount of labeled emotional data, the framework used in this work was developed using much lesser training utterances than that used in standard i-vector models. Therefore, as the i-vector dimension increased beyond 100, the T-matrix showed a tendency to move to singularity. Furthermore, when the i-vector dimension increased beyond 400, the T-matrix became singular and yielded inaccurate results. This is because it is difficult to estimate larger dimensional T-matrix using the training data provided to the framework. In addition, it was found that the optimum parameter setting was obtained for an i-vector dimension of 100 across all folds. Considering these, the i-vector dimension was set to 100 for the proposed framework. In terms of the number of GMM mixtures, the optimum performance from an EER perspective occurred with 32 GMM mixtures.
From Fig. 2 , it is evident that an increase in mixture size did not drastically improve the performance. Moreover, in some cases, as the mixture size increased further, so did the EER. Furthermore, there was an average increase in computational time of 95 s for every 2 n increase in GMM mixture size where n = 1, 2, . . . 8 for an i-vector dimension of 100. After the parameters were set, an i-vector was generated for each utterance in every dataset. The next stage was the estimation of the reduced dimension emotion latent vector using sourceto-target training. The same i-vector dimension was used for source-target training as well.
Along with spectral MFCCs, prosody modeling is carried out through language-specific training for the normalized log-F 0 using a small amount of seed parallel data for each dataset (45-60 utterances). Parameter tuning for the F 0 modification is conducted using multi-layer ANN structure with a scaled conjugate gradient learning and tanh activation. In order to determine the number of hidden layer neurons, an experiment was conducted where a varying number of neurons was used and the RMSE calculated in each case. The procedure was repeated for all three datasets to learn the optimum number of neurons in each hidden layer. A representative sample showing the RMSE obtained for IITKGP dataset is provided in Fig. 3 .
The aim of F 0 modeling used in this work is to generate a predictive function for emotion conversion using as little parallel data as possible. The main challenge faced in modeling using seed parallel data is over-fitting to training data. The whole F 0 feature vector is divided into training, validation and test sets in the order 70%, 15% and 15%, respectively. Training data is used for estimation of weights in layers of neural network. Six validation checks are performed at each epoch for ensuring that the validation error does not stop decreasing. Validation MSE is used as a measure of sensitivity since it degrades if the training of the NN over-fits on the training set. Early stopping for training is used if at any point the validation error is found to start deteriorating and the corresponding network configuration is fixed as final. MSE starts initially at a higher value, decreases rapidly and continues to decrease gradually. During validation, MSE decreases monotonically, reaches a minimum, beyond which it starts increasing again, thereby indicating the point for stopping the training process. Fig. 4 shows the mechanism to avoid overfitting by detecting the MSE at each epoch of training.
To ensure generalization with respect to any unseen speaker, a ten-fold cross-validation is performed for EmoDB and IITKGP datasets among all speakers in the dataset. Since SAVEE has utterances from only four male speakers, a fourfold cross-validation is conducted in this dataset.
Training data used for baseline model are parallel utterances in neutral and target emotions. For spectral training using baseline model, though the total number of training utterances remain identical to that used in the proposed framework (ie. 1508), parallel texts were considered at source and target. F 0 training has also been conducted using same number of utterances as used in the proposed system (i.e. 45-60 utterances per dataset). The practical difficulty of collecting labeled parallel utterances corresponding to each emotion by multiple speakers is also overcome by using mixed language training model for spectral conversion.
VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION METRICS & BASELINE USED
The conversion efficiency can be gauged by evaluating similarity between the value of the converted parameter and that of the target expression. As human perception is equally important for gauging expression, the objective metrics are further emphasized through subjective measures as well.
Various objective and subjective metrics, as well as the baseline used in evaluating the proposed work are described in the following subsections.
A. OBJECTIVE METRICS
The objective metrics used for evaluation are the mel cepstral distortion (MCD) for MFCCs, root mean square error (RMSE) for F 0 and perceptual evaluation of speech quality (PESQ) for perception quality. 
1) MCD
MCD is used to evaluate the spectral conversion efficiency in emotion conversion [45] , [55] , [56] . It is calculated as in (24)
where m t i denotes the i th frame MFCCs of the target and m c i that of the converted utterance and D represents the dimension of the Mel cepstrum. In this work, 26-dimensional MFCCs have been considered.
2) RMSE
RMSE is a standard metric used by researchers [42] , [45] , [55] for evaluating the closeness of the values predicted by an estimator with those of the actual target. It can be calculated as in (25):
where F conv refers to F 0 of the converted emotional utterance and F tar depicts the same for the target emotion in each dataset, N is the number of samples considered for conversion in a particular dataset.
3) PESQ
PESQ is used to evaluate the perceptual quality of the enhanced speech. ITU-T has accepted PESQ as recommendation P.862. Indeed, it is the best-known objective perceptual measurement method [68] - [70] . Following the experiments conducted in [71] , PESQ exhibited the maximum correlation with overall quality among objective performance measures such as segmental SNR and log likelihood ratio.
B. SUBJECTIVE MEASURES
Subjective evaluations have been conducted using the comparative mean opinion score (CMOS) in this work. A CMOS test is conducted for evaluating the similarity of the synthesized speech in relation to the target emotion [22] , [24] , [26] .
It is based on a scale from 1 to 5, 5 being the highest score and 1 the least. The description of the ranking scale used for CMOS is provided in Table. 2 [22] . The target utterance is played at the beginning of each test, and synthesized utterances are subsequently played to the listeners, in random order. Listeners are directed to rate the synthesized utterance in terms of resemblance to actual target. To enable a better comparison so that the target remains fresh in memory for the rating, the target utterance is played before each converted emotional utterance. The results obtained using the performance metrics explained above are discussed in Section VIII. 
C. BASELINE MODEL USED
The baseline model used in the comparison of spectral conversion is the GMM, which enhances global variance [37] .
The pitch modification is achieved through a global algorithm using the mean and variance statistics of the neutral and the target F 0 . While the classical GMM leads to the over-smoothing of the target spectrum, the global variance is enhanced by constrained variance algorithm. Thus, the muffled voice quality of the converted utterance is repaired by the CV-GMM.
represent set of source and target feature vectors respectively. As the MFCCs used in this work are assumed to be statistically independent, the mean and covariance matrices are diagonal. The estimation then becomes a minimization problem. The global variance of the p th element of the target is given by (26) [37] : (26) where
T (27) Converting to matrix form,
where is given by (29):
where U is a QXQ unity matrix. The parameters for emotion conversion are estimated as in (30) (30) where: v m and m are conversion parameters. Thus, while minimizing the mean Euclidian distance between the converted and target vectors, a constrained formulation to enhance the GV of the converted emotion has been proposed in [37] . Hence, the minimization can be split into P constrained optimization problems with p = 1 . . . .P. Further details regarding the estimation of the parameters of CV-GMM can be found in [37] .
The baseline F 0 conversion is performed by logarithm Gaussian Normalization (LG) given in (31) [72] :
where F0 conv represents the converted F 0 , µ neu , σ neu , µ tar , and σ tar denotes the mean and standard deviation of the neutral and target utterance F 0 , respectively.
VIII. RESULTS & DISCUSSION
The results obtained using the evaluation metrics discussed in Section. VII are detailed below. The proposed framework is compared with the baseline system using objective and subjective evaluation metrics under two data conditions viz., clean data and noisy data. Objective comparison using MCD for spectrum, F0-RMSE for pitch (F 0 ), PSEQ for perceptive quality along-with subjective evaluation using CMOS are conducted for both data scenarios. Here, the spectral and F 0 mapping are done separately to derive the values for MCD and RMSE. For PESQ & CMOS, as the quality of perceived expressive speech is of prime importance, the baseline is compared with proposed framework using mapping of spectrum and pitch features. The details of this evaluation are described in subsections. VIII-A and VIII-B.
A. PROPOSED MODEL EVALUATION & ANALYSIS -CLEAN DATA CONDITIONS
The results obtained using the proposed i-vector model are compared with the text-dependent baseline. The comparisons with respect to MCD (dB), F0-RMSE (Hz) & PESQ are listed in Table. 3. From Table. 3, it is apparent that in all datasets, the proposed framework achieves better performance than the baseline model in terms of all objective evaluation metrics. The spectral conversion efficiency is higher for anger and fear when compared to happiness in all cases except for EmoDB. The minimum MCD across the entire set is obtained for the neutral to fear conversion in EmoDB (3.8) using the proposed technique. This implies that the voice quality of German speech is better captured in the case of conversion to fear. The quality of expression of fear emotion was found to be superior in EmoDB compared to other datasets. This can also be one of the reasons for the superior performance of the neutral to fear conversion. Compared to EmoDB and IITKGP, SAVEE achieves an inferior performance due to a lower number of utterances and speakers available for training. Still, an improvement in spectral conversion efficiency is achieved despite using lesser resources for training, as demonstrated by a decrease in MCD from 7.27 to 5.8 (fear) & 8.47 to 6.2 (happiness). The effectiveness of the F 0 mapping is estimated objectively using the RMSE as provided in Table. 3. Sentence-level average RMSEs are considered for analysis. The lowest F 0 -RMSE values of 26.31 & 21.53 are obtained for EmoDB for fear and happiness, respectively, while the lowest value obtained for IITKGP is 37.19 for anger. The perceptual quality is evaluated objectively using PESQ. For all emotions, the improvement in speech quality over the baseline is the highest for EmoDB. The quality improvement obtained for EmoDB ranges from 1.7 to 3.6, indeed the highest across all datasets. With respect to emotion, the conversion to anger yielded a maximum PESQ score of 3.64 (IITKGP).
In order to correlate the objective evaluation results with the listeners' perception, a subjective evaluation strategy is followed with CMOS to gauge the closeness of the synthesized expressive speech with the target. For SAVEE (English) and IITKGP (Telugu) utterances, a listening test was conducted with 20 participants in the 25-30 age group. Listening tests for EmoDB (German) were conducted with 10 expert listeners who were native German speakers in the 27-60 age group. The utterances were selected randomly covering all the datasets and emotions considered in this work. 30 utterances were selected (3 emotions x 2 speakers x 2 methods x 2 datasets + 3 emotions x 2 methods x 1 dataset (SAVEE)) for CMOS evaluation using a clean data scenario and compared with the baseline. Adequate care was taken to ensure that all the listeners (Telugu and German) who participated in the CMOS test were native speakers of the languages considered for the test. The opinion scores obtained for each emotion were averaged to yield the CMOS in Table. 4.
From Table. 4, it is apparent that the CMOS scores are predominantly higher for the proposed framework than for the baseline for all emotions in all datasets. Overall, the maximum CMOS obtained was 4.44 for the fear emotion which correlates with the objective evaluation. Consistently higher CMOS for all emotions (greater than 3.5) was obtained for the IITKGP dataset. Identical levels of average perception scores were obtained for all three emotions in IITKGP. The improvement in CMOS was less pronounced in SAVEE. However, it is intriguing to observe that the perception scores for baseline model are showing reverse trends, i.e., compared with anger and fear, happiness shows predominantly higher scores for datasets other than SAVEE.
Fig . 5 reports the F 0 mapping performance for the training, test and cross-validation data for all datasets used in the experimentation. The regression performance is almost identical for all the datasets considered with R values around 0.92 in most cases. The F 0 -RMSE values obtained for both fear (26.31) and happiness (21.53) are lower than that for anger in German, while IITKGP yields similar values for all 3 emotions. We can conclude that the F 0 mapping is better captured for all emotions in IITKGP. Though SAVEE also achieves similar performance in terms of F 0 mapping, the improvement from the baseline is less significant in SAVEE. The segmental log-F 0 proved to be a better choice for NN training than the single-dimensional pitch features.
However, in all cases, the R value is higher than 0.9, indicating a superior mapping performance. Anger and happiness are linked to a higher mean F 0 and pitch range but happiness has better regularity in F 0 rate than anger. Rather than the F 0 mean, the F 0 range made the largest contribution to emotional perception. Still, anger and happiness were often confused during emotion recognition due to the similarity in pitch range. Hence, in addition to the instantaneous F 0 , the relative pitch and rate of change should also be added as a criterion for F 0 modeling for better discrimination. The languagespecific F 0 modeling adapted in this work still introduces the challenge of having parallel utterances but, nevertheless, speaker-independence is achieved throughout the modeling process.
The comparison of pitch contour and spectrograms of the target, baseline and converted emotions are provided in Fig. 6 , which gives a direct indication of the spectral and pitch mapping accuracy achieved by the proposed scheme. For illustration purpose, a speech sample from the IITKGP dataset with the utterance 'Talli tandrilenu goruavinchi vellanu' (meaning 'respect your parents') is used here. The energy distribution in the lower frequency bands is more efficiently captured using the proposed model.
Formant peaks are more effectively captured in anger and fear compared to happiness. Although the baseline model used spectral features derived from parallel language-specific utterances for training, an improved performance can be obtained by using the i-vector model. This was observed in all three datasets used for experimentation with respect to pitch contours and spectrograms.
From Fig. 6 , certain conclusions can be drawn regarding the effectiveness of i-vector modeling. The model works very well for emotions such as anger and fear with more spectral variations. Pitch contour of anger and fear more or less follow the target. The spectral energy increase at 2-2.5 KHz for anger is being correctly captured by the model. Regarding happiness, the increase in high frequency energy towards the middle of the utterance is less accurately captured compared to that at the start and the end of the utterance. However, variations in the low frequency range are better captured than in the baseline. Moreover, the importance of individually normalizing acoustic cepstral features for each language is clear from the results. By applying CMN on MFCCs, a more balanced representation of the feature space data is achieved. In a speaker-independent emotion conversion system, it is important to average out speaker-specific traits while retaining the style-specific traits. A style-transfer technique can be generated using the findings from these experiments, which can be further extended to adapt emotion conversion systems to different languages.
The following subsection provides the evaluation and analysis of the proposed model under noisy data conditions.
B. PROPOSED MODEL EVALUATION & ANALYSIS-NOISY DATA CONDITIONS
The efficiency of the algorithm must be tested under nonideal conditions to determine the robustness of the model in real-time scenarios. The available training/testing conditions may be far from ideal, with added noise or other perturbations interfering with the learned parameter model.
An experiment was conducted to appraise the robustness of the proposed algorithm in noisy environments. Depending on the length of the dataset, some speech samples contaminated by artificially simulated Gaussian noise of 10 dB signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) were mixed along with clean speech and used for i-vector PLDA and F 0 training. The testing was conducted using both clean and noisy speech under identical conditions. The results obtained were compared for two cases of noisy training/test viz.
• Clean + noise (mixed) signals for training and clean speech for testing
• Clean + noise (mixed) signals for training and noisy speech for testing The same procedure as described in Section IV was followed for training/testing, with the results displayed in Table. 5. The GMM mixtures and i-vector dimension The mapping fit is obtained by using the experimentally determined hidden layer neurons in each case as described in Fig. 3 . The plot shows z-score normalized data for log-F0 which has been used for training. VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 5. (Continued.) Regression Plots for logF 0 conversion for all data-sets: (a)-(c) represents that for EmoDB (German), (d)-(f) for IITKGP (Telugu) and (g)-(i) depicts those for SAVEE(English) respectively. The mapping fit is obtained by using the experimentally determined hidden layer neurons in each case as described in Fig. 3 . The plot shows z-score normalized data for log-F0 which has been used for training.
were kept identical to that used for clean speech testing. This was done intentionally by considering the difficulty in performing multiple rounds of parameter setting for each distinct real-time scenario. From Table. 5, the best performance with respect to MCD using clean test samples was generated by fear in EmoDB (4.96), anger in IITKGP (4.82) and anger/happiness in SAVEE (5.36 ). An identical trend was observed for noisy testing as well even though the MCD values were slightly higher. With respect to F 0 , all three emotions yielded almost similar values except happiness in the SAVEE dataset.
Another significant performance metric is PESQ, related to perceived speech quality. For a better visual comparison, speech quality assessment was done for all four cases viz., the baseline model, clean model, noise mixed training model and noise mixed training and test model, as illustrated in Fig. 7 . It is apparent that regarding anger, in all the cases of clean training and test, the PESQ values were consistently higher than corresponding baseline. In the case of fear and happiness, the SAVEE dataset yielded slightly varying trends. In the case of noisy training, the values obtained are slightly less than baseline.
SAVEE has the lowest number of samples available for training. The data imbalance probably affected the mapping characteristic of the acoustic parameters in the noisy training case as the added noise also challenges the model's efficiency in spectral mapping. However, the proposed algorithm works better than the baseline in all cases of clean training and testing as is evident from Fig. 7 .
While the baseline model used only had clean utterances for training and testing in all emotions for all datasets, the proposed model achieved comparable results to the baseline in most cases, even using noise mixed utterances for spectral and F 0 training. In addition, parameter tuning for the proposed model was not repeated by using the noisy environment for building the emotion recognition system as discussed in Section VI. The results can be further enhanced when parameter tuning is improvised using noise-mixed signals for building the emotion recognition system.
Results from the objective comparison have been correlated using subjective listening tests. These tests were conducted by including noisy samples as well. The results of VOLUME 7, 2019 the CMOS test for all of the four cases discussed above are summarized in Fig. 8 .
For this comparison, a total of 60 utterances were selected (3 emotions x 2 speakers x 4 methods x 2 datasets + 3 emotions x 4 methods x 1 dataset (SAVEE)) and played to the listeners for CMOS evaluation. Half of the samples selected in this test for clean speech were the same as the 30 selected for the CMOS test in Subsection VIII-A.
The clean test samples are showing better preference for the proposed framework than the baseline model for all datasets. The noisy samples, when subjected to testing, exhibited an opinion bias arising from the presence of added Gaussian noise in the test samples. The difference in CMOS scores is more prominent in the IITKGP dataset for anger and fear emotions. For happiness, the perceptive quality was average for both baseline and the proposed method. This can be due to the fact that the happiness emotion was often confused with neutral and the subtle variations in pitch require more complex modeling mechanisms for F 0 to be captured effectively.
While conducting the perception tests, some observations regarding the target emotion taken as the gold standard for rating were reported by German expert listeners. All the listeners almost agreed with the 'anger' emotion as it was expressed in a rude and commanding tone. At the same time, target utterances for fear sounded like the speaker was excited about what he had to utter. Finally, target happiness sounded close to neutral but according to listeners, the speaker seemed to be getting slightly impatient. All German listeners had the same opinion on the tone of the target used as the gold standard for conducting perception tests. In addition, we found that women used more glottal adduction than men during the expression of anger, fear and happiness. The quality of the expression of emotions played a major role in helping listeners provide an unbiased scoring strategy.
A significant observation is that although ways to express emotions differ linguistically, human perception for various languages is equal in the Valence-Activation (V-A) space. Although the neutral positions are different in V-A space for different languages, the direction of the shift from neutral to other emotional states is comparable for certain languages. This interesting observation can be used to model scarcelanguage expression synthesis systems with little information regarding the emotional content/speaker characteristics. The emotional style-transfer should be able to only extract the characteristic features representing the common traits in emotional expression, therefore all other information related to the speaker, context and language needs to be directly copied from the source during the conversion and testing.
Subjective results may vary widely depending on the perception, mood and quality of the listeners selected for the test. Hence it is important for the results obtained through subjective testing to be correlated with a metric that objectively describes the quality of the conversion. Therefore, to validate the CMOS comparison strategy that was used in this work, a correlation analysis between objective and subjective analysis is shown in Fig. 9 .
The points in the scatter plot in Fig. 9 refer to all four types of testing combined together i.e., baseline, clean training and test, noise mixed training and noisy test scenarios. The analysis indicates that the CMOS scores obtained are comparatively higher than the PESQ values in most cases, and as a result the scatter plot is tilted further towards the bottom of the linear regression line. However, CMOS scores show a wide range of variations between subjective testing, particularly across languages. Consequently, an above average mapping method that predicts a particular emotion well was found to achieve consistently high scores for some languages but low for some others. Therefore, this requires us to validate the CMOS findings against the PESQ values obtained. The PESQ is taken as an average over the entire set of test utterances while the CMOS ratings are based on its random subset used in the listening tests. This explains the variations in prediction in both cases of perception testing. However, overall trends for both CMOS and PESQ remain identical in almost all cases. It is interesting to note that anger and happiness, rather than fear, showed more agreement in terms of correlation between PESQ and CMOS. Fear was highly rated by listeners in terms of expressiveness, and PESQ values were also higher for fear. This shows that human evaluation is key for emotional perception, particularly for emotions such as fear and happiness.
To develop text independent and speaker independent emotion conversion systems that are more versatile, a large dataset with sufficient number of speakers and texts is a necessity. In addition, we observed that rather than artificially simulated emotions, the model can be refined by using spectral features derived from spontaneous and real-time emotional expressions. 
IX. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
An i-vector-PLDA-ANN framework for emotion conversion has been developed utilizing non-parallel data for the conversion of spectral parameters. The efficacy of the proposed framework using mixed data without alignment procedures at any stage of the process opens new possibilities in realtime scenarios where parallel texts are not available. The optimization of the parameters for training stage was found to be most critical to ensure effective emotion conversion. The proposed framework achieved superior results compared with the baseline for all datasets considered.
The model can be further extended by refining F 0 parameter modeling taking into consideration the hierarchical prosody. The challenges faced in recognizing the appropriate emotion from the gold standard can be mitigated by developing an automated evaluation system for converted emotional utterances. Furthermore, the residual information obtained as a by-product of the PLDA modeling can be further analyzed to improve the spectral conversion efficiency of happiness. The framework can be extended to simulate dialogue systems by incorporating story-telling elements of speech in the conversation. Hybrid models can be explored for emotion synthesis by virtue of their ability to gather evidence from various perspectives. As emotional expression is a multimodal activity, the incorporation of supplementary evidence from facial expressions and gestures can considerably boost the recognition efficacy.
